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Abstract : Airports are considered as economic, social and physical infrastructure development catalysts, air 

connectivity can provide required drive to the economic growth by the investments, tourism, infrastructure in the 

airport located cities, in that some non-major airports some are running out of operating costs which is less than what 

AAI has spent on their maintenance and some are non-profitable as a result there is question of viability and its 

maintenance. Today, Government of India, Aviation Industry stake holders & AAI are worried for viability of such 

airports. AAI cannot close this type of airports and operating & managing them due to socio-economic and some 

other factors. As discussed, there is scope, importance & requirement of viable studies for non-major airports, so this 

study is concentrating on the non-technical factors which are directly or indirectly affecting the viability of non-

major airports in India which are ranging from passenger characteristics to climate condition.
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INTRODUCTION

Viability study is carried out to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the existing or proposed project. 

Economic viability stays that having the capability of evolving and persisting as a moderately independent socio-

economical infrastructure unit. Secure financing whether from public, commercial sources, avoiding the wasteful 

consumption of resources. It is a key pillar of sustainable management and of crucial importance for society. It should 

have elasticity to adjust to further variations, tenure, rules, guidelines, and monetary fluctuations. The economic 

viability measure requires that decisions regarding access promote, rather than cooperation, It is for the of existing 

players and as well as that of potential new players.

The airport feasibility depends on the revenues and traffic, the ability to attain own considerable efficiency gains 

monetary positions of the airports, guidelines have the potential to initiative of airport costs and reduce revenues. The 

evaluation of the potential viability of the airports depending upon many factors.

The airports in India are classified based on the scale of operations and growth potential of passenger usage of 

domestic and international aircrafts & cargo movement at airports. The non-major airports are classified as fast, 

moderate growth airports with very low operations and non-operational airports. Those are under the Government, 

Private & Public Private Partnership (PPP) and Public sector enterprise. Authority of India (AAI) is the Government 

of India owned Public Service Enterprise (PSE). Under AAI 125 airports are there, in that 26 airports are defense 

related, operational airports are 68 and the remaining 30 airports are non-operational.
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According to Airport Authority of India only 5 percent of airports are profitable and remaining are not generating its 

operational costs, the viability of airport depends on how it can attract investments, passengers and other viable 

revenues.

According to the Airports Authority of India (AAI), it has taken on the renewal of Delhi and Mumbai airports through 

public-private partnership (PPP) mode and handed over long term lease of 30 years and 30 years for growth. In AAI 

revenue 30 percent from leasing of airports are Delhi and Mumbai and remaining from the Air Navigation Services 

and Airport services and it can manage it, financing from its internal resources with small amount of debt. The air 

industry changes from past few years, regional and small airport operators concern about the long-term viability to 

operate which needs to support from both central and state Governments in terms of policy, financial & non-

financial.

NON-TECHNICAL FACTORS THAT AFFECTS AIRPORT VIABILITY

· Passenger traffic volumes

· Characteristics of the traveler's

· Location of the airports

· Policy Regulations & Framework

· Insufficient Revenues to Cover Operating Costs

· Financial & non-financial factors

· Adequate access to adequately connected airports

· Inadequate funding for capital and operations

· Airport Management/Governance Practices

· Physical Infrastructure

· Environmental/climate factors

PASSENGER TRAFFIC VOLUMES

The traffic of an airport will depend on the demographics of the respective airport cities and it is measured by revenue 

passenger miles (rpm) and it is 

Airports become profitable when the passenger traffic increases and can away from operating losses of airports, in 

later stages airports will become viable. On the other hand, at particular traffic levels the airports are non-viable due 

to the revenues that can be reasonably extracted from passengers, without terminating demand, unable to cover 

operational costs.

Airports should have weighty passenger traffic, usually more than 30,000 annual enplaned and deplaned passengers 

is a positive sign for airports to maintain operating costs. Passenger traffic volumes, based on which type of flights, 

gross weights and the cargo moments were to govern the kind of revenue activity at each airport. On Average airports 

should have 4,600 annual cargo movements with a gross weight of more than 9,000 Kg. in order to get back the 

revenues.

calculated by multiple of passengers and distance travelled.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRAVELER'S WITH RESPECT TO THE COST OF 

THE SERVICE

Characteristics of Airline demands and costs to understand the factors that influence the airport, it is first necessary to 

look at the demand determinants and costs for providing air service. Travelers usually can travel from several 

transportation modes. The other modes of travel are passenger trains, service cabs and buses. The factors which 

influences the selection of mode of transport by the traveler are the distance to be traveled, the relative costs of other 

modes of transportation, and the income of the respective traveler and time of travelling are the key issues. Some 

following factors which are majorly affecting the choice of air travel for the passengers of any two airport cities are

· The air fare between the two airport cities and the cost of alternative transportation modes

· The demographic details of the two cities

· The Frequency of the flights to airport city

· The distance between the two airport cities

· Whether cities are business potential or tourist attractive

There are four types of travelers:

· high responsiveness to time and low responsiveness to price

· high responsiveness to time and to price

· low responsiveness to time and high responsiveness to price and

· low responsiveness to time and to price

Making a distinction between business and tourist travelers are important. Even as both types of travelers generate 
revenue, business travelers are high responsiveness to time and low responsiveness to price, but tourist travelers are 
low responsiveness to time and to price. Business travelers would like to pay more for a convenient flight and time 
and tourists would like to pay as much less, spending time is also more for travel and less distance routes of less than 
200 km, a slight increase in fare result in more impact on the demand for the flight, even if the fare increases more 
than greater than 200 km slight decrease in demand it means airlines fare directly impacting the revenues of an 
airport. For passenger choice of airport to use depended most on the nearness of the airport to their home, hotel, or 
place of business, the availability of certain flight options, including direct flights, flights to certain cities. These 
factors affect the choice of air travel & airport revenues.

THE LOCATION OF THE AIRPORT

The location of the airports must be made within the framework of general guidelines on the national level with the 
joint-state region. The location of an airport in a highly popular andmodern city is a complex series of an economic, 
environmental and social trade-offs. As with much other infrastructure decisions, the push for economically efficient 
outcomes may run counter to what parts of the community view as being socially acceptable.

POLICY REGULATIONS & FRAMEWORK

Regulations on the airports by the new & existing policies that affects the viability of airports. The policies should be 
related to airport infrastructure, financial support, 

should related to provide safe,secure, affordable and sustainable air travel for passengers and cargo moment 
with access to various parts of India and the world.

increasing volume of airtraffic, airport facilities, total safety and 
security of aircraft operations, change in response to a rapidly transforming global scenario and the mission of 
policies 
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FINANCIAL FACTORS

Airport restructuring: Airport restructuring is related to the infrastructure development of anairport according to 
the surging of passenger volume & cargo moment will directly the financial position which directly leads to viability 
issue.

SECURITY MEASURES

securitymeasures like restricted usage of terminal space and 
hindrances imposed on passenger handling, security issues will directly impact the viability of airport in terms of 
passenger treatment, costs incurred in training the personnel & maintaining of training centre are financial burden to 
the airport management.

INADEQUATE FUNDING FOR CAPITAL AND OPERATIONS

Funding is to encourage airport strategic, business, and land-use planning by the 
is generally depends airportcapabilities like which type aircraft they are 

able to operate and most of the time airports look for the proposal of large aircraft can handle the larger passenger 
volumes and cargo which will help for generating more revenues but larger aircraft proposals have a large amount of 
sunk cost, uncertainty in return on investment by traffic growth decline cause to viability issue.

Lack of capital impacts the airports to grow as well as the maintenance of an adequate infrastructure leads to 
economic viability. But the airports can the short funds to manage operations but in longer run inadequate capital is a 
critical issue.

NON-FINANCIAL FACTORS

The viability depends on the economic and social structure of the airport region, the following are relevant 
information for the viability study:

· Catchment Area

· Population and density

· Available household income per resident

· Employment level

· Sector of Employment

· Gross domestic product of the airport city

Catchment Area: In general, it is level-headed radius of the airport, characteristics of thepopulation and 
demographics of the city were included in the catchment area.

Population & and density: Potential passengers for the airport depends on the size ofpopulation, the growth or 
decline in population affects health of economic status respective city so population growth leads to an increase in 
economic status of the individual more likely use airlines for travelling. The average of population of catchment area 
will impact the individual to use of airport service.

Average Annual Income & Family Income: If the average individual income is lower thanmean income of 
population will negatively impact the airports, if its vice versa positively impacts airport revenue so higher the 
average annual & family income has a chance to spend more for using the airlines.

In general the main objective of airport security would be safeguarding the passengers, crew, ground personnel, the 
general public and the airport infrastructure against unlawful acts as per ICAO Standards and Recommended 
Practices and these objectives are cost-effective, 

externalassistance, external 
commercial borrowings, loans and equity, it 
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Employment status: How much of percentage of the population is employed andmore employment is significant 
for expecting potential population touse airlines for travel.

SECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT
Primary sector products are related to processing for a certain limitation, those products are from agricultural, 
fishing-industry, oil and gas, minerals, pulp and paper. Secondary sectors include production of goods from raw 
materials Tertiary and quaternary sectors related to the banking, insurance, business, transport, infrastructure, 
holiday business, and remaining.

Primary, Secondary & Tertiary and quaternary sectors in which individuals employed expected to travel for various 
purposes, in that Tertiary and quaternary sectors employed individuals have to more chance use air travel.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT OF THE AIRPORT CITY
Economic status gives significance for the essentialpossible of the city to be able to afford the requirement, income 
levels can be measured by Gross District Domestic Product at current prices has proxy respective towns / cities. The 
GDDP of the district with the respective town/city should be more than the mean GDDP of the respective state.

INSUFFICIENT REVENUES TO COVER OPERATING COSTS
Revenues: Revenue is a significant factor any airport in order to cover the operating costs &expand its operations in 
domestics, international passenger and cargo moments. Following are the revenue generating areas of any airport

·  Average passenger revenue: Landing, terminal, aircraft parking fees, passenger service chargers, fuel & other sales

·  Commercial Revenue: Concessions, land lease, vehicle parking, office rent, taxi & other.

·  Other Revenues subsidies and grants: Asset sales

EXPENSES/ OPERATING COSTS
Materials of training, sub-parts, Salaries, wages and benefits, renovation,facility maintenance costs, property taxes, 
power & fuel, depreciation or amortization, insurance, interest, airport chattels. The stakeholders of any airport are 
concerned about the viability of non-major airports with inadequate operating expenses with respect to the revenues, 
inadequate sources for funding for projects, possible higher costs as a result of an increased regulatory load for 
emergency services, security, seasonal maintenance, wildlife governance and regulatory issues, increase in airport's 
improvement fee (AIF) for capital projects, passenger facility charge (PFC) to finance the operating expenses and 
possibly capital growth, landing fee,  fuel chargers on the airlines results in diversion of traffic and airlines leads to 
loss in revenue generation. So, these key issues are important & critical for any viable airport.

ADEQUATE ACCESS TO ADEQUATELY CONNECTED AIRPORTS
Direct Air Connectivity – Location of airports in the cities - total time taken for a passenger to take a short distance 
flight would be around 3 hours including flying time, check-in time and fulfil with processes at the airport, travel to 
and from the airports.

Indirect Air Connectivity – Travelling to airport within a distance by road transport within a certain time. 150 km is 
being considered define catchment areas and distance can be covered in around 3 hours.

An airport with satisfactory connectivity in terms of less than 3 hours of road transportation or 150 km distance to any 
major and minor airports, have at least 14 flights a week which is equivalent to almost 2 departing flights every day. 

For classifying Cities as Tiers there is no standard definition established from any Government of India source. 
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AIRPORT MANAGEMENT/GOVERNANCE PRACTICES

Many non-major airports in India are operating without any future action and guide to developments as it a critical for 
airports, lack of plans to guide operations and development this leads to the long-term viability. This lack of plans and 
actions will become reactive and this risk will turn from non-viable to inability stage for future change.

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Airports master planning as a guide for development of the physical facilities, developing, defining the 
environmental issues of airport structure and operations, establishing requirements of technical, financial, 
improvements proposed in the plan and financial feasibility of proposed developments and establishing a continuing 
planning process which will monitor conditions of infrastructure viability. The Infrastructure viability can happen in 
various phases as requirement analysis, site selection, airport layout, financial planning, lack of runway.

ENVIRONMENTAL/CLIMATE FACTORS

Environmental factors create critical issue of the successful running of the any airport, the environmental impact on 
the airport can be social or that can be economical in nature and impacts of airport growth are air and noise quality.

Many airports are constructed near sea, so there is chance of risk of floods in frequent as oceans level increase. In 
some regions air turbulence might increase due to high winds would force airlines and pilots to change the flight 
distance, chance of increasing fuel consumption. Based on the air density the airplane take off will depend, low air 
density can help enough lift to flight take off then it takes more runway to reach a higher speed.

The mean temperatures of the location, Precipitations in the air, wind changes are the considerable things effects on 
the airports and airlines, because of climate change so many airlines directly impacting like delay in service, more 
number of rounds in the air which cause to loss of fuel, infrastructure cost, more maintenance cost like that so many 
things which are directly and indirectly impacted by the climate change are impacting the viability of airport.

CONCLUSION

As discussed, some non-major airports are which are unable to manage their operating costs which are less than the 
what Airport Authority of India spends on their maintenance and it charges quite low on this kind of airports. 
Whereas fixed operating expenditure in the airports, lack of return on investment, low passenger movements, capital 
funding issues, climate conditions, infrastructure issues, improper planning of future, airport locations, policy 
frameworks and some other factors which are directly results in lesser revenue from the aircraft and passengers' 
volumes leads to the viability issue in shorter runner. This study covers overall non-technical factors without 
standards & metrics due to location and influencing factors are varying from one to another airport, here political 
factor is not considered due to subjective matter to location of airport city. There is scope for future study for 
developing metrics and standards of airport viability affecting factors.
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